
Summer Jobs 
	 The year 2007 brought an end to 34 years of working for the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. That uncommon longevity was largely 

due to challenging issues and dedicated co-workers. Fear of 

unemployment, nonetheless, undoubtedly played a part.


	 My early experience with summer jobs generated that fear. Summers 

during high school left me looking for something to do and wanting to earn 

some money. Trips downtown to the state unemployment office produced 

few results. After filling out forms that documented my lack of skills and 

experience, I gained nothing more than two days of going door-to-door, 

trying to sell aluminum door cleaner. Little came of the effort. My parents 

suggested that I travel to Washington, D.C. to tutor my cousin in math. 

That was far more productive, but it failed to erase the frustrated 

emptiness of weeks without a job.


	 Summers home from college were better. Courses at the University 

of Toronto concluded by the end of April. This gave me a head start on 

other students looking for summer work. My uncle handled student 

employment for the University of Pittsburgh and connected me with a 

factory in McKees Rocks, a 30 minute walk from my house.




The factory assembled electric air filters and wages started at $2.50/hour - 

more than my mother made as a nurse. The work was tedious, but the 

people were friendly. It was great to have a job.


	 Coming home from school the following year was not as fortunate. 

The factory postponed hiring students until later in the summer. That sent 

me back to the unemployment office, looking for work. Jobs were scarce. I 

remember sitting at home, watching television. Each commercial reminded 

me that I could not buy the product being advertised. That created an 

empty feeling, even though I had no desire for the product. For two weeks 

I tried selling encyclopedias door-to-door. Eighty hours of effort produced 

two sales - a hard way to make a living. Fortunately, the factory called and 

said they were hiring again. That salvaged what would have been a dismal 

summer.


	 During law school I was living in Newark, New Jersey. For the 

summer of my first year I scrambled to find work, proofreading for one 

professor and researching for another. After my second year I had an 

internship at the Manhattan Criminal Court. The summer of my third year 

followed graduation, so I studied for the bar and began a clerkship with a 

judge in Pittsburgh. The clerkship lasted only a year, so I was again looking 

for employment. 




	 Months full of interviews landed me a job with the Department of 

Environmental Resources. With a full time job, I had at long last escaped 

worries about summer employment.



